Installation Guide
(for residential use only)

Moso® by Grad™ Rooftop Decks

Please read in full prior to using Grad™ solutions
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Transportation & Storage
-

When transported, the Grad™ rails should be secured in their original packaging and
should be stored indoors before installation.
Grad™ rails can be stored outdoors for short periods of time
No heavy object should be stored on top of the rails to avoid possible damage and/or
distortion of the rails.

Applications
-

This guide is only valid for residential applications
PR rails and pedestals are for building decks onto
PR rails should be used with Grad™ pedestals only
Pedestals can be placed above grass, unlevel grounds, gravel, concrete, flat grounds
Each board must be snapped onto at least 2 rails
Only use Grad™ products as specified by the manufacturer
Only to be used with Moso’ X-treme boards in 5.7” width and 6ft. lengths
Always follow Moso NA’s recommendations of use for their boards
Safety guidelines

-

Wear protective clothing and safety equipment such as safety glasses, gloves, long
sleeves, and a mask, particularly when cutting aluminum

-

The installer is responsible for identifying and following all building codes and
construction safety practices

-

Grad™ accepts no liability or responsibility for the improper installation of this product

-

Grad™ for decking may not be suitable for every application, and it is the sole
responsibility of the installer to be sure that Grad™ decking is fit for the intended use.
Because all installations are unique, it is also the installer’s responsibility to
determine specific requirements for each decking application.

-

Grad™ Concept Inc. recommends that all applications be reviewed by a licensed
architect, engineer or local building official before installation.
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Your checklist
-

The ground should be free of hazardous materials or substances

-

Boards used with the Grad system must be Building Code compliant

-

Only material that has been grooved to Grad’s specifications can be used with
Grad™ rails

-

Make sure the surface is free from debris and hazardous material

-

If working over TPO, make sure it is not damaged

-

Check you have received the right equipment as the right quantities

Make sure you know
-

Full dimensions (lengths, widths, heights)

-

Slopes

-

Obstacles

-

Angles

-

Wall and window layouts

-

Clearances

-

Max joist spans

-

Loading lb/sqft
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Recommended Equipment (always refer to manufacturer’s instructions for proper use):
• Drill
• Laser level
• Manual level
• 60-tooth saw blade
• Scroll saw
• Finish blade
• Plastic cap for hammer head
• Plyers
• Goggles
• PPE including goggles and gloves
• Stainless Steel screws (as described)
Disclaimer
Although this guide was designed with as much precision as possible, in accordance
with current practices for decking, we are not liable for any errors or omissions that
may arise from the use of this guide. All users of this guide fully assume all risks and
responsibilities associated with it.
This guide presents the best manufacturer installation practices. It supplements the
codes and standards and manufacturer installation guides, but it is not a replacement
or substitute for these. As such, it is the installer’s duty and responsibility to take all
available documentation into account prior to completing work to ensure the validity of
manufacturer warranties.
To ensure simplification, the technical drawings in this guide do not show all
construction details to meet requirements of codes and standards.
Finally, do not hesitate to contact us should you have any doubt or should any queries
arise regarding specific applications of the Grad rails that would not be covered in this
guide.
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2. Main products
PR39 (dimensions in inches) :

7/16"

1/4"

2-7/32"

1-3/4"
1-17/32"

2-1/2

Boards cannot be removed with Grad™ keys when Mini Rails are used.

Pedestals:
min height (including 13/16” deck board): about 4”
max height (including 13/16” deck boards): about 15”

Boosters and Slope
correctors are extra
accessories
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3. Accessories
Product
reference

Description

Packing
type

Raw
material

1483

Individual clip

Bag of 50 pcs

Polyoxymethylene

1485

Half clip – special for
fascia use

Bag of 50 pcs

Polyoxymethylene

1487

Clips for angles c/w
screws

Bag of 50 pcs

Polyoxymethylene

1489

TOP LINK, linking piece
to use between 2 rails
20 pc

Bag of 20 pcs

Polyoxymethylene

1486

Cushion clip

T08162WPB
Simpson Strong
Tie (not supplied
by Grad™)

Screws for fixing rails on
joists with a drill
#8 or #10 length :
1.5/8in

1503

Bracket to attach
Spanners to PR39 rails

POM

1506

1784

Bag of 20 pcs
c/w screws

Box of 4000
units

Type 316
Stainless Steel

Bag of 4

Bracket to secure rails
together

Bag of 2

Set of keys to dismantle
deck boards

Bag of 20
keys
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1641

Boosters

Boaxes of 40
pairs (=80
pieces total)

PP

1499

Stiffeners

Boxes of 80
pcs

PP

1815

Spanners c/w clips

72 rails max
per skid

Alu 6060 +
Polyoxymethylene
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4. Understanding the basics
Main items

Window

Walls

PR39 rails

Pedestals

Max spans in mm (metric) btw pedestals for load of up to 100lb/sqft
Rail span: 16in OC
Max pedestal span: 20in

Max spans in mm (metric) btw pedestals for load of up to 150lb/sqft
Rail span: 16in OC
Max pedestal span: 15in

PR39 rail
Pedestals

Spanners
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Pedestals

Loading resistance = 1448 lb per pedestal for 7.5” tall pedestals

Theorical pedestal spans with PR39:
Rail span
on center
16”-18”
16”-18”
16”-18”

Concentrated
load (pounds)
143 lb
102 lb
40 lb

Uniform load
(psf)
102 psf
102 psf
70 psf

Pedestal spans
15”
18”
27”

Profile view (lowest height)
Min 13/16in

4in
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5. Lay Spanners on the ground as indicated
-

because spanners only exist to quickly identify rail spans, and to help consolidate
the rail system together, they don’t need to be positioned in a very exact location.
When drawings show they should be right after pedestals, they could also be
placed anywhere between the first two pedestals)

-

Decks are easier to install with spanners even if <500sqft

-

The max distance between two spanners = 12ft

-

the clips that are on the Spanners are at the same distance as the rail spans =
max 18in OC.

12ft max

18in OC max

It can be easier to work from the outskirt of the deck
towards the structure of the house
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6.PR39 rails
Total deck height < 11in
-

Either lay pedestals on the ground, without boosters, then snap the flat side of
PR39 rails on top of the pedestals. The clips of the PR39 rails will face upwards

-

Or, for a faster turnaround, clip pedestals without boosters directly onto the rails
(on its flat side), then turn the rails over: the clips will face upwards

-

If using slope correctors, place one on top of each necessary pedestal prior to
snapping rail on top of pedestals

-

Add boosters on either side of the pedestals to achieve your ideal height (up to
9.5in)

Total deck height 11 in < x < 15in
12

-

Add boosters on pedestals, to achieve the correct right as needed

For max deck height: 4in

6.5in

8in

9.5in

Extra pair of boosters: 0

1

2

3

0
-

If using slope correctors, place one on top of each necessary pedestal prior to
snapping rail on top of pedestals
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Total deck height > 11in
-

Stiffeners: check requirements:
Deck height
4-11in
11.1-13.1in
13.1-15.7in
15 .8in

Number of Stiffeners needed per pedestal
0
2
3
4

-

Unscrew the pedestal ring and remove it completely from the pedestal

-

Clip boosters as necessary to achieve the right height

-

Insert Stiffeners in between boosters (compulsory for deck heights >11in)

-

Screw the ring back onto the pedestal, making sure to align the T

T
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-

Lay PR39 rails c/w pedestals perpendicularly over Spanners using the Spanners’
clips as markers to get the right rail span

-

Make sure that clips are levelled across all rails

-

You can snap a couple of boards into place to make sure the stiffen and lock all
elements of the structure together

-

It is helps make sure the deck is levelled (boards can only be snapped onto the
clips if clips are levelled)
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If not using Spanners, the deck layout will look like this: please make sure rail spans
are 16 or 18in OC.

16"
OC

-

16"
OC

16"
OC

When the total length of the deck is not a multiple of 16 or 18in:
*2 rails could have shorter spans
*2 rails could be side by side

- Each board must be snapped onto 2 rails at least, even if the rail span is < 16-18in
OC
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7.Tips & Recommendations
-

PR39 rails shouldn’t be placed right against the house structure

-

1/2in

-

Two rails must meet over one pedestal and not outside pedestals

-

Use one Top Link to connect and secure two rails together. No need to use screws

-

Pedestals should be individually checked for level

-

Rails can be cut to length to match the exact length to cover

-

Always cut rails between 2 clips, do not cut through clips

-

Do not position pedestals above spanners. Spanners are always between pedestals
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-

Never cut or damage clips, remove and replace damaged clips

Example #1: with full face boards

1st board

Cut

2nd board

3rd board

Example #2 : if the length of the rail cannot accommodate full-face boards, cut the rail to
length, remove the clip that is in the way, and replace it by a cushion clip
Cushion clips can be positioned exactly where they need to be
Boards need to be secured on the cushion clip by a screw that goes through the cushion clip

Cut

Cushion clip

1st board

2nd board

Clips can simply be removed with our special keys
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8.Lock your deck in
-

Clip Spanners in PR39 rails

Floor

-

Use the grooves on the side of PR39 rails to secure Spanners with brackets
between rails (min 2 brackets / Spanner)
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9.Angles

-

This is a standard PR39 rail that will need to be cut to length

-

Since this PR39 rail is at an angle, and that clips need to be aligned with those of
other rails, every clip from this rail should be removed

-

Individual clips ref. 1487 should be used instead: they can be freely oriented on
the rail to create angles (fasten the screw through the clip in the groove situated
in the middle of the rail)
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-

Use adjustable brackets to link the rails together and stiffen the structure
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10.Finish your deck: snap boards on top of the clips
-

Butt joints should go half way on each clip so boards can finish and then start over 1 rail only

-

Following board manufacturer’s recommendations for correct spacing between boards at butt
ends

-

To avoid boards from sliding off over time, glue needs to be applied on top of the last clips just
on the outskirt of the deck, and before snapping the board. No need to put glue over each clip
all over the deck. We recommend Loctite PL3 Premium.

11.Access the subdeck or update boards
Use Grad™ keys to remove boards
Follow the instructions here:
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12.GRAD 3D
Our software designs your deck from the dimensions and information provided:
-

Full dimensions (lengths, widths, heights)

-

Slopes

-

Obstacles

-

Angles

-

Wall and window layouts

-

Clearances

-

Max joist spans

-

Loading lb/sqft

Contact our teams at Grad Concept inc. if you would like to give you this service.

Grad 3D drawings can sometimes be exported onto external designer software (sketchup,
autocad)
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Grad 3D offer 3D views incl. in and out zooms, views from above and/or underneath the deck,
and side views:

View from below, showing spanners and PR39 rails:

Spanners
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To better visualize where each component should be located on the deck, 2D drawings can
also be produced.

For a clearer view, the boards can be removed to only expose the Grad substructure: it looks
like a standard deck frame because Grad rails are meant to be used as if they were joists and
they follow the same rules as standard deck frame builds.
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Other documents in your package will include:
- joist spans (in metric mm on the drawing, but imperial measurements will always be
specified)
- a bill of material
For this specific project (below), joists spans are based on 16in OC (450-460mm, as in the
below drawing)
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Questions ?: Contact Details

Grad Concept Inc., Wilmington, DE
infoUS@gradconcept.com
USA/CA: +1 800 319 7089

gradconcept_usa

Grad Concept Inc.

Grad Concept USA

USA website:

US.gradconcept.com
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